Guide for securing a nasal endotracheal tube

Assemble equipment

Apply Cavilon ‘around’ nose and cheeks

First tape STEP 1
Start at the OPPOSITE side of nose to ETT
Place the V at the corner of the nose
Fix the lower part of the trouser leg above the upper lip

First tape STEP 2
Fix the upper part of the trouser leg over the nose
Place the V at the corner of the nose
Wind the free end of the trouser leg around the ETT in a downward spiral
Ensure ETT is lying DOWNWARDS

Second tape STEP 1
Start at the same side of the nose to ETT
Place the V at the corner of the nose
Fix the upper part of the trouser leg over the nose

Second tape STEP 2
Wind the lower part of the trouser leg around the ETT in an downward spiral
Ensure ETT is lying DOWNWARDS
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